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1 Introduction

This document is intended to succinctly collect and communicate some tips and strategies that I
have stumbled through (whether or not they are obvious) as I have learned to use and learned used
more effectively the star lab’s cluster.

I make no presumptions about the usefulness of these notes to anyone, but I wouldn’t be surprised
if one or two of the comments had an audience beyond myself.

Please send me an email (<jpolmsted@gmail.com>) if you have any corrections, questions,
or comments regarding this set of notes. Thanks to Brenton Kenkel for mentioning an additional
feature in PBS scripts.

2 Organizing Files

Organizing files on one’s own machine can be fairly important as the amount of data that is stored
locally increases. In fact, I have often found that maintaining a (to-me) intuitive directory hierarchy
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and knowing where files should be allows me to access them more quickly than either finding them on
the Internet via Google (if applicable) or using an indexing application and searching my harddrive.

Why do I say this? Typically, when I use the cluster, I am performing analysis that has been
scaled up beyond the limits of what I want to run on my own machine. But, it is important to
note, what I am running is theoretically runnable on my local machine. Not only is it runnable on
my machine, it is usually prototyped, developed, and maintained on my machine. This means that
whatever I do on Mars has a real and natural home on my computer.

Well, because I am mentally committed to a particular directory hierarchy on my main machine
and there is a direct correspondence between content on Mars and the content on my main machine,
for me it makes sense to emulate whatever parts of the directory hierarchy are necessary to place
the files I use on Mars in spots on Mars equivalent to the spots on my main machine.

Example Let me clarify what I mean with an example. Suppose I was running some bootstrap-
related code on my main machine. It might be located somewhere like “/home/olmjo/Documents/
Academic/rochester/Courses/PSC505/HW/HW5/src/calls.R”.1 In many cases, a file like this will
need to know where it is located. For example, it might source R code from a relative position, or
it might write output to a relative position. Indeed, even if these positions are absolute, they will
be absolute relative to my main machine. Instead of changing these paths once I move to the Mars
cluster, I simply create the above folder hierarchy and whatever other parts are sufficient to have
the R file run without error on the Mars cluster. So, even if I have no other courses in the Course/
sub-directory, I’ll still place the code within the PSC505/ directory.

3 Syncing Input and Output

In my workflow, it is very common to copy code up to the Mars cluster from my main machine and
then copy output back down to my main machine. Because both systems are running Linux and
have identical (wherever relevant) file hierarchies, using rsync is the ideal approach. I can’t speak
to the availability and usefulness of this to Windows users. I will typically run something like

1 rsync -rLvt ~/path/to/foo/* olmjo@some.ip.address:~/path/to/foo

to copy code up from my machine to the cluster.2 First I will discuss the options, then the arguments.

Description of Options I pass four different flags to the command. The r option tells rsync
to recurse all the way down the sub-directories at it is syncing. The L option tells rsync to follow
symbolic links .The v option tells rsync to be verbose about which files are copied up. The t
option tells rsync to preserve the timestamps on the source files when they are copied to the target
location. This allows rsync to identify them as identical files when it sees that the timestamp
matches the original file the next time you re-sync. This allows for faster transfers because fewer
files are being transferred. If you are transferring large files, the z option can also be useful because
it compresses the files before sending them across the network.

Description of Arguments The rsync command copies all of the files in the local foo directory
into the remote foo directory. The additional slash and the “*” are important. Absent them, you

1This is pretty convoluted, I know.
2If you don’t ssh set up for password-less log-ins, as I do, you will be prompted for a password.
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can end up copying the local foo directory and its contents into the remote foo directory which
would result in redundant directories.

In order to sync files down, swap the order of the local and remote locations. However, keep the
additional slash and the “*” on the source path (i.e. the first location).

4 Torque and R

If you go to the star lab website, you will find several tutorials related to running R code on the
cluster.3 There are so many tutorials because there are so many moving parts involved with getting
this to work. First, you must reserve resources with the Torque scheduler. Second, you must use a
parallel processing communications layer to run your command. Third, your R code must be set up
to use the parallel processing resources you’ve reserved and initialized.

The first two of these steps are outside of R and the last one is part of your R code. I’ll cover
the first two in this section and the third in Section 5.

For the record, I assume some familiarity with using the cluster. Once you have some familiarity,
these notes are meant to make your use more deliberate and efficient.

4.1 Torque

To run something on the cluster you need to submit a shell script to the Torque scheduler. Once
we have a script like the one I will walk through, we need only enter qsub run.sh at the command
line within the appropriate directory.

This command may appear different than you are used to because none of the Torque settings
appear on the command we use. Instead, they are in the shell script file.

1 #!/bin/sh
2 #PBS -l nodes=mars10
3 #PBS -l walltime =1:00:00
4 #PBS -o run.log
5 #PBS -N run
6 #PBS -j oe
7 #PBS -m e
8 #PBS -M emailaddress@server.com
9 #

10
11 cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
12 echo Running on host ‘hostname ‘
13 echo Time is ‘date ‘
14 echo PBS_NODEFILE is ‘cat $PBS_NODEFILE ‘
15 mpiexec -np 1 -hostfile $PBS_NODEFILE /usr/local/bin/Rscript test.R

../src/run.sh

Description of Options The first line of this file just tells the operating system what kind of
file it is. Lines 2–6 are Torque options. You can see the Center for Research Computing at the
University of Rochester’s website for more information about the available options.4 Of course,
there are other resources available if you Google “torque pbs options” and you can customize the
way Torque handles your job however you would like. I found the CRC’s documentation useful, so
I included here.

3See <http://www.rochester.edu/college/psc/thestarlab/help/>.
4<https://www.rochester.edu/its/web/wiki/crc/index.php/BlueHive_Cluster>
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• Line 2 requests two specific nodes (i.e. physical machines). Alternatively you could just place
a number there and let the scheduler choose which compute nodes to use. If you needed to
customize memory requests, or “processors per node” requests that would go here too.

• Line 3 sets a time limit for the job.

• Line 4 tells Torque to send the output to a file call run.log.

• Line 5 gives the job a name.

• Line 6 tells Torque to merge the output stream and the error stream into one file.

• Line 7 indicates that you want an email sent to you once the job ends.

• Line 8 indicates where that email should be sent. (Note: you have to change this!)

These lines are read by Torque even though they are technically comments in the script. Be
careful to ensure that there is no space between the hash and the “PBS”.

Lines 9–13 are actually the shell script commands. Line 9 is necessary. Lines 10–12 are for
convenience and information. They don’t do much, per se. However, they put useful information
into the log file. Line 13 is more important and I discuss it next.

4.2 MPI/PVM

This section is focused just on line 13. There are two common communication protocols with
tutorials on the star lab website. The consensus among people who know about these things is to
use MPI. In light of this, I use MPI and am telling any readers to use MPI. If nothing else, it is a
bit more seamless, I find. Explicit reasons stop there.

The main command of the shell script is on line 13 is mpiexec. It has two options and one
argument.

Description of Options The -np 1 option putatively determines the number of processes that
are run, in some sense. However, the sense in which this is true is not the sense that I find intuitive.
You can safely ignore this value even though it seems like it is one we should care about and change.

The -hostfile $PBS_NODEFILE options tells the mpiexec command which resources were re-
served for you by the Torque scheduler. This is a very important line. If Torque reserved five
compute nodes for you, you can only access these five nodes by telling mpiexec that they are yours
to use. This information is automatically stored in the PBS_NODEFILE variable and made available
when we invoke it with $.

Description of Arguments Lastly, the argument to the mpiexec command is our R script run
in “batch” mode. This is facilitated by the Rscript binary, which, itself, takes the filename in the
current directory as its argument. Assuming test.R is set up correctly to work with the cluster,
this job will distribute whatever the parallel code in the R file is among the two nodes we have
reserved.

Comparison to Star Lab Website Tutorial I think this approach is cleaner than the star lab
website tutorial’s instructions. Your shell script doesn’t edit the R file on the fly and the settings
for the Torque scheduler don’t have to be repeatedly typed on the command line.
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5 MPMPFR Code

Elsewhere, I have argued for what I call multi-platform multi-process friendly R code.5 Below is
another example. In fact, this file (test.R) is the working R script called in the Torque scheduler
shell script discussed above.

1 ################################################################################
2 ### FILENAME: cluster/test.R
3 ###
4 ### AUTHOR: J. P. Olmsted --- jpolmsted@NOSPAM.gmail.com
5 ###
6 ### DATE: Sat Mar 19 15:15:57 2011
7 ###
8 ### LICENSE: See Below
9 ###

10 ### DESCRIPTION:
11 ################################################################################
12
13
14 ### ############
15 ### Local Values
16 ### ############
17
18 .. platform .. <- c("HP", "Cluster")[2]
19
20 ### ########
21 ### Packages
22 ### ########
23
24 library(foreach)
25
26 ### #################
27 ### Platform Specific
28 ### #################
29
30 if (.. platform .. == "HP")
31 {
32 library(multicore)
33 library(doMC)
34 registerDoMC (1)
35 }
36
37 if (.. platform .. == "Cluster")
38 {
39 library(snow)
40 library(doSNOW)
41 clMars <- makeCluster (6, "MPI")
42 registerDoSNOW(clMars)
43 }
44
45 ### ###########
46 ### Computation
47 ### ###########
48
49 system.time(
50 foreach(i = (1:16)) %dopar% {
51 library(wnominate)
52 data(sen90)
53 wnominate(sen90 ,
54 polarity = c(82),
55 dims = 1
56 )
57 }
58 )

5See my website (<http://www.rochester.edu/college/gradstudents/jolmsted/computing/>)for a dedicated
tutorial and example.
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../src/test.R

All we need to worry about are the “Cluster” specific commands. The “HP” conditional contains
a set of instructions that are evaluated only when we change the ..Platform.. variable. The
computation section does deal with parallelization, but I will talk about that in the next section.

Cluster-Specific Instructions Line 39–42 sets up the cluster within R. The first two lines just
load packages. Next, on line 41 I define a cluster object of type “MPI” and tell it to create 16
processes. I decide to use “MPI” so that I am in accordance with my own fiat. In general, there
is no restriction on the number of processes we create. This positive integer is different from the
number of compute nodes we reserve, the number of cores/processors our job is run on, and the
number of repeated jobs run in parallel. It could be 1, 2, 16, or 30. In general, you don’t need to
change this. Exactly how this number factors in to how our job gets distributed will be covered in
the next section.

6 Choosing Cluster Resources

There are several different numbers that go into how a parallel job gets distributed.

Nodes The first thing I did in my shell script was request some number of nodes. My request will
come out of the queue and start running once it is possible to offer me a slot on each of the nodes
I requested. In this case, I requested two specific nodes and they were completely free.

Nodes to Slots Now, Torque gives me these nodes and allows me to take any free slots. A slot
is any empty processor/core on a node. So, I could have 8 slots by either requesting 8 nodes and
using a single core on each node or using two 4-core machines. People tend to request more nodes
when they really just need more slots. I tentatively am given access to every available slot.

Tasks See test.R. On line 50, I use the foreach operator to execute some code 16 different times.
So, at this point my R code has been segmented into 16 “identical” tasks that are to be potentially
distributed.

Tasks to Processes Because I initialized the MPI backend with the snow and doSNOW package, I
now have a number of R processes that I can send tasks to. Here, again, by coincidence, I have 16
different processes. This 16 comes from line 41, not line 50. Each process is like a box and R places
some number of tasks in each box.

Processes to Slots Now, each R process is sent to a slot. The cores/processors work on processes.
As an R process’ tasks are finished, the slot is then filled by the next process. You can certainly
create more R processes than you have slots. They simply queue until the slot opens up. Likewise,
you can certainly create more processes than you have tasks.

7 Bluehive vs. Mars

This section has yet to be written, but deals with the decision to sending jobs to run on Mars or
Bluehive.
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8 Connect-Times

If you have ever logged into the Mars cluster, you know it can take quite a while, at least given the
length of time is should take. It turns out that this is ocurring is a GSS Authentication failure. If
you SSH with the -v flag, you’ll see this is what is happening. Attempts to use this authentication
method (which will fail) are the cause of the delay. Luckily it can be avoided by changing the SSH
settings on the machine you are using. This is a local edit, not one that has to happen remotely
on the Mars cluster. Depending on your operating system and your software, the location of the
config file will vary. For me, on my Ubuntu OS, I add the following line to ~/.ssh/config:

GSSAPIAuthentication=no

Now, when you try to log into Mars, it should go much more quickly.

9 Summary

The purpose of this document is to facilitate use of and demystify some issues surrounding the
Mars cluster in the star lab. If you have any questions, comments, or corrections, please email me
at jpolmsted@gmail.com. This set of notes and the example code is available at my website.6

6<http://www.rochester.edu/college/gradstudents/jolmsted/computing/>
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